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SUMMARY 
Progressive Christians and Antisemitism:  

From Ignorance to Arrogance on Israel & Palestine 
 

                             March 19, 2019 Version 
By Lisa Schirch 

 
This is a 3-page version of this longer paper that provides examples and detail on progressive 
Christian antisemitism. Click here for the longer paper. 

Antisemitic attacks against Jews have increased by 60 percent since 2016.  In 2017, white 
nationalists with torches marched in the streets of Charlottesville, chanting, “Jews will not 
replace us.” The 2018 massacre at the Jewish synagogue in Pittsburgh came after a survey 
indicating a fifth of young Americans has never heard of the Holocaust.  

Quaker, Presbyterian, United Church of Christ and Mennonite publications on Israel and 
Palestine offer important advocacy for Palestinian history, trauma, and perspectives often left out 
of mainstream media and right-wing Christian Zionism. But these progressive 
Christians routinely ignore Jewish history, trauma, and views and often include antisemitic 
tropes.  

The problem is not what these groups say about Palestinian rights, but in what they do not say 
about Jews, Judaism, and Israel. While these social justice-oriented Christians are sensitive to the 
various manifestations of racism, they seem to shrug off any suggestion that two thousand years 
of Christian antisemitism might manifest itself in their work. Some progressive Christian 
publications and events actively exclude Jewish points of view, equate all of Israel with 
occupation and evil, ignore wrongdoing by Arab states and Palestinian leaders, only reference 
Jews in relation to Israeli policy toward Palestinians, belittle Jewish trauma, and include 
references to antisemitic tropes. 

While too many conservative churches avoid any criticism of Israeli policy to Palestinians, 
progressive Christians often emphasize Palestinian narratives of the conflict without giving space 
to Jewish voices and perspectives.   

In 2017 Mennonite historians revealed that Mennonite church leaders had suppressed the 
history of significant Mennonite participation in the Holocaust. North American Mennonites 
helped to rescue Mennonites who had allied themselves with Nazis and went on to publish 
antisemitic newspapers in the US and Canada and became leaders in the white supremacist 
movements, including one ethnic Mennonite who wrote the White Man’s Bible.  Progressive 
Christian advocates for Palestinians rarely, if ever, mention the history of Christian participation 
in the Holocaust and Christian responsibility for Jews fleeing Europe to Palestine.  Progressive 
Christians have acted as if they were an outside party to the conflict rather than accept the 
responsibility for the harms they have done both to Jews and Palestinians. 

This article outlines widespread flaws within progressive Christianity today and details specific 
shades of antisemitism in progressive Christian rhetoric. 
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Key Points 

• Christian Ignorance: Most Christians lack understanding of Judaism and antisemitism. 
There have been some high-level Christian-Jewish dialogues after the Holocaust. But most 
Christian churches today lack a robust understand of the role of Christians in the Holocaust, 
lack relationships with Jewish organizations and seem to rarely listen to Jewish perspectives 
on Judaism, Zionism, and fail to understand what Israel means to Jews today. While the 
generally pro-Israel mainstream news media covers US interests in Israel, diverse Jewish 
perspectives on Israel are often missing. 

• Blind Spots toward Christian Zionism: Many conservative Christians embrace Christian 
Zionism, which funds Jewish settlements in land set aside for a Palestinian state because 
they believe Jesus will only return when Jews live in Israel. This approach assumes Jews 
will die or convert to Christianity in the “end times”, ignores Palestinian Christians, and 
reflects both Islamophobic and antisemitic attitudes. 

• Blind Spots toward Jews and Judaism: Most progressive Christian church agencies work 
primarily with Palestinians. Many progressive Christians demonstrate little understanding of 
Jewish points of view or history, rarely cite the work of anti-occupation Jewish peace 
groups. Some react negatively to anything positive said about Israel or Jews, as if this 
immediately takes away from the Palestinian cause. Some progressive Christians 
demonstrate both arrogance and ignorance by insisting that they are not antisemitic without 
awareness of their blind spots and the gaps in their analysis and rhetoric. 

• Obstacles to a Just Peace: Both conservative and progressive Western Christians do harm 
in how they relate to the conflict between Jewish Israelis, Palestinians, and the wider 
Muslim and Arab world. Both approaches create obstacles to a just peace. 

• Shades of Antisemitism: Just as racism manifests differently in the North and South of the 
US, so does antisemitism appear in different ways in the church's conservative and 
progressive wings. The Israeli rightwing overuses the charge of antisemitism, and this is a 
problem. Opposing Israeli policy against Palestinians is not antisemitic. The Israeli 
government details this in the Israeli constitution. But all too often, antisemitic themes do 
accompany criticism of Israeli policy. Progressive Christians too easily dismiss the idea that 
they participate in antisemitism rather than understanding how antisemitic themes have 
become embedded in a legitimate critique of Israeli policy. 

• Multi-narrative Approach: Most Christians who visit Israel and Palestine spend most of 
their time with Jews or Palestinians. Instead, Christians should ensure they take part 
in  “multinarrative” tours that listen to all sides, including Beduins, religious Jews, secular 
Jews, progressive and conservative Jews, Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank, as well 
as Israeli Arabs that hold citizenship in places like Haifa and Jerusalem. Too often, 
progressive Christians take tours in Palestine and only listen to either extreme militant 
Jewish settlers or very progressive Israeli human rights groups. And too often, conservative 
Christians only listen to Israelis and never have exposure to diverse Palestinian views. Both 
of these types of tours result in distorted and problematic views of the conflict and the 
peoples who live in Israel and Palestine.  
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• A Both/And Approach: It is possible to both support Palestinians and to pay attention to 
antisemitism embedded in thousands of years of Christian culture and theology. It is 
possible to both pay attention to Jewish safety, trauma, and rights and to Palestinian safety, 
trauma, and rights. It is possible to both pay attention both to power imbalances and to listen 
to the legitimate grievances of all sides.  

Ten Shades of Antisemitism in Progressive Christian Rhetoric 

The full article with the same title as this synopsis provides documentation and examples of each 
of these points. 

1. Some progressive Christians pay little attention to Jewish history and trauma while 
emphasizing only Palestinian history and trauma. 

2. Some progressive Christians ignore Jewish points of view and seem to view Israel and 
Zionism only through the lens of Palestinians. 

3. Some progressive Christians tend to place all the blame on Israel, while ignoring 
Palestinian and other countries’ contributions to the conflict. 

4. Some progressive Christian’s use Israel as a placeholder for the concept of evil and do 
not acknowledge any positive features of Jews, Judaism, or Israel. 

5. Some progressive Christians seem to ignore or fail to recognize antisemitic tropes when 
talking about Israel. 

6. Some progressive Christians dismiss Jewish concerns for safety. 
7. Some progressive Christians avoid dialogue with Jews and apply a double standard to 

the ethic of enemy love, while emphasizing dialogue with Iran and other armed groups. 
8. Some progressive Christians embrace punishment as a primary path to a just peace and 

the main way Western Christians should relate to Jews in Israel. 
9. Some progressive Christians fail to call for a shared future or affirm the rights of both 

Palestinians and Jews to safety. This leads many Jews to assume progressive Christians 
support the destruction of the state of Israel. 

10. Some progressive Christians single out Israel in church resolutions and publications but 
ignore other situations of injustice that they have more responsibility for, or control over. 

Seven Principles for Talking about Israel and Palestine 

Progressive Christians can do better.  We can work with Jews and Palestinians to build a more 
effective social change movement. Five narrative principles could help. 

1. Acknowledge and study the history of both Jews and Palestinians and learn about both 
antisemitism and Islamophobia, the Nakba and Zionism. 

2. Recognize the significant generational trauma for both Jews and Palestinians and 
acknowledge the role of Western Christians in the suffering of both groups. 

3. Acknowledge the importance of the land for both Jews and Palestinians. 
4. Acknowledge the right to self-determination for both Jews and Palestinians. 
5. Acknowledge the power imbalance on all sides. 
6. Recognize positive aspects of both Israeli and Palestinian society. 
7. Recognize the need for safety and human rights for both Palestinians and Jews. 

  


